
Behavioural consistency – an 
evolutionary approach

What can animal personality research add to
the story?



Behaviour as phenotype

• Most plastic trait

• Still, stable differences between:

– species (or higher taxa)

– populations (within species)

– individuals (within populations)

• Seems like (…) it evolves
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Behavioural consistency in one 
behaviour

• Traditional view

– optimum × plasticity (no constraint)
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• Empirical data
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Behavioural consistency in one 
behaviour



• Traditional view

– Between-individual variation reflects either 
measurement error or random noise

• New view

– Between-individual behavioural variation is significant

– Change of paradigm

– Numerous examples (from insects to apes)!

Behavioural consistency in one 
behaviour



What does this mean?

• Behaviour of individuals of a certain 
population in one context* and situation*:

Behavioural gradient

• Individuals do differ
• Individual behavioural repertoire < population level

behavioural repertoire



What does this mean?

• Behaviour of individuals of a certain 
population in one context* and situation*:

Behavioural gradient

• Individuals do differ
• Individual behavioural repertoire < population level

behavioural repertoire

Consistent behavioural differences among 
individuals resembles human personality

ANIMAL PERSONALITY
‘Individual consistency in a given 

behaviour’



Behavioural consistency across 
different behaviours

• Traditional view

– Functionally different behaviours vary independent 
from each other
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What does this mean?

• Different behaviours of the individuals in a 
population are not independent
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What does this mean?

• Different behaviours of the individuals in a 
population are not independent
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This also resembles a pattern well-known
in human psychology

BEHAVIOURAL SYNDROME
‘Individual consistency across functionally

divergent behaviours’



Grey zone

Activity today and tomorrow  activity - aggression

?  Male-male aggression for females during reproductive season
male-male aggression for food during wintering

CONTEXT vs. SITUATION

personality syndrome

Behaviour 1 Behaviour 1
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• ‘BIG FIVE’

– Activity

– Exploration(-avoidance)

– Risk-taking (shyness-boldness)

– Aggressiveness

– Sociability



• Pairwise comparisons commonly used behavioral variables in 
syndrome research do not necessarily reflect equally different and
independent biological domains

• No a priori rule – look out for the context/function!



How does 
behavioural 

consistency emerge?
(intuitively maladaptive)



• HIPOTHESIS 1 (constraint)

– Hormonal

– Pleiotrophy

– Genetic linkage

– Temperament

 These are quite straightforward to interpret

• HIPOTHESIS 2 (adaptive)

– Behavioural consistency is adaptive

 Problematic to interpret (needs some thinking…)



Adaptive explanations

• Life-history trade-offs: current vs. future 
reproductive success
trade-off between current and future reproduction often results in polymorphic populations
in which some individuals put more emphasis on future fitness than others systematic
differences in risk-taking behaviour

• Growth and mortality
consistent individual differences in growth rates consistent individual differences in 
behaviours that contribute growth-mortality trade-offs behaviours that increase BOTH 
growth and mortality rates (e.g. foraging under predation risk) will be positively correlated
with one another accross individuals; selection for high growth rates increase mean levels of 
potentially risky behaviours accross populations; faster-growing individuals take more risks

• Hawk-dove game theory strategies
animal personalities = adaptive behavioural responses to differences in state



Life-history trade-offs

Growth-mortality trade-offs

Hawk-dove game (state-dependent differences)



We have theories, but 
do we have proofs?



Animal personality

• Quite straightforward
– Individual variation = personality (behavioural

type is in focus!)

– Heritability widely proven

– Links to fitness too



Van Oers et al. 2005 Behaviour

- Heritability widely proven…



Smith & Blumstein 2008 Behavioral Ecology

- Links to fitness too…



The case study of great tits (Parus major)





Measuring
exploration







Female Male Local

Immigrant

Female

Male





mean- annual adult survival depends on personality
- selection on females & males: opposite! & fluctuate between years
- changing selection coincided with change in environmental factors (competition for space, food)



mean

Fitness depends on sex and
environment

 variability is maintained

- annual adult survival depends on personality
- selection on females & males: opposite! & fluctuate between years
- changing selection coincided with change in environmental factors (competition for space, food)



The case study of great tits

Exploration is repeatable and heritable

Exploration assessed in lab predicts natal dispersal

Exploration affects both survival and reproductive 
success, in a sex- and year-dependent way



Behavioural syndrome

• Impossible to test
– syndrome is a group-level presence/absence 

phenomenon, thus adaptive evolution cannot be 
directly tested

• Possibility
– population comparisons

– variation: constraint hypothesis rejected

– systematic variation: adaptive hypothesis supported 
(but not proven!)



The case study of three-spined
sticklebacks (Gasterosteus aculeatus)



Predictions of „constraint” 
vs. „adaptive” hypotheses

- constraint: behaviours should be 

positively correlated accross populations

- adaptive: not necessarily the same

correlations among populations



Supports the adaptive hypothesis

- results: correlation only in one
population but not in another



Supports the adaptive hypothesis

- results: behavioural syndromes without (a) and with (b) predators



Evolution is not proven 
yet!

/genetic adaptation vs. phenotypic plasticity/



filled circles: predated individuals

- behaviours were not correlated
BEFORE exposure to real predation

- behaviours correlated AFTER exposure
to real predation selection…



filled circles: predated individuals

- behaviours were not correlated
BEFORE exposure to real predation

- behaviours correlated AFTER exposure
to real predation selection…

Selection against aggressive and risk-
taking individuals, but separately

The emergence of the syndrome is a 
plastic response to predation



The case study of three-spined 
sticklebacks

The presence/absence patterns of behavioural 
syndromes support the adaptive hypothesis

Selection act on behavioural types, but the 
emergence of syndromes is a plastic response





Genetic correlations between
different behaviours are common, 
and act as evolutionary constraints

But does not explain what is 
observed in nature



Some expansion

• Behaviour + behaviour  behavioural syndrome

• Behaviour + life-history = pace-of-life-syndrome 
(POLS)

• Behaviour + physiology = stress coping style







(immune function)



Empirical support for POLS
(fast strategy: ‚grow fast – die young’ 

i.e. mature fast, don’t invest in your immune system)

(immune function)







Junco hyemalis, Dark-eyed junco



ancestral
colonist



Supports the existence of 
stress copying styles and the 

co(paralel?)evolution of 
physiology and behaviour

ancestral
colonist



So where are we now?

• Animal personalities and behavioural syndromes 
are of common occurrence in nature

• Adaptive evolution is proven in personalities and 
suggested in syndromes

– BUT behavioural type vs. presence/absence of 
consistency is tested!

• Do we understand the evolution of behavioural
consistency afterall?

• What next?



Main problem
animal personality

Repeated 
measures of 
behaviour

Testing 
repeatability

Negative 
result

Analysing 
behavioural 
type



Main problem
behavioural syndromes

Measuring 
several 
behaviours

Testing 
correlation

Negative 
result

Analysing 
behavioural 
type



• In practice, we study the evolution of behaviour, 
‘personality’ and ‘syndrome’ are only buzzwords

• We know nothing about the emergence of 
behavioural consistency!

• ...neither about its individual variation

• In the absence of significant repeatability or 
correlation “there is nothing to look at”?

Main problems



• In practice, we study the evolution of behaviour, 
‘personality’ and ‘syndrome’ are only buzzwords

• We know nothing about the emergence of 
behavioural consistency!

• ...neither about its individual variation

• In the absence of significant repeatability or 
correlation “there is nothing to look at”?

Main problems

Solution: quantifying
behavioural consistency on the 

individual level
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Repeated measures of an individual

Animal personality
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Repeated measures of individuals

Behavioural type Behavioural consistency
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Repeated measures of individuals

Behavioural consistency

A

B

A > B?

A

B A < B
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Ecological gradient

Behavioural consistency

A

B

A

B Behavioural plasticity



Behavioral syndrome



Future

• Parallel study of behavioural type AND behavioural 
consistency (+behavioural plasticity)

– Individual variation

– Heritability

– Fitness

– Correlations  strategies

• Current evolutionary methods

• Rejecting binary thinking (presence/absence) and 
focusing strictly on individual behavioural variation



If you are interested in studying more 
about phenotypic plasticity and its
evolutionary significance, ask this

fisherman

gaborherczeg@caesar.elte.hu

Gábor Herczeg
Behavioural Ecology group
Dept. of Systematic Zoology and Ecology

Interests:
Evolution of behavioural consistency
Adaptive divergence by predation & competition
Visual & chemical signals in sexual selection


